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Labels of external body parts – Refer to appendix 2. . Lesson Three – Private and Non-Private
Parts of the Body. .. Appendix 6 – Nature Walk Worksheet . Correctly label described behavior as
public or private and identify places. A copy of the Body Parts Worksheet and the Trusted Adult
letter for each student. **FREE** Five Senses Body Parts in Color Worksheet. Practice
identifying the five senses of smell, see, listen, touch and taste with this printable color
worksheet .
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These are worksheet activities for SLD or MLD pupils addressing changes to the body during
pubery, public and private body parts and differences between . Labels of external body parts –
Refer to appendix 2. . Lesson Three – Private and Non-Private Parts of the Body. .. Appendix 6 –
Nature Walk Worksheet .
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Download and use, high quality printable Identify, name, draw and label the basic parts of the
human body and say which part of the body is associated with . Label the body parts - Male,
Label the body parts - Female, Differences, Private body parts - Male, Private body parts. Fill in
the private body parts - Female, Draw on body parts - Male, Draw on body parts. - Female.
Worksheets. MALE AND. These are worksheet activities for SLD or MLD pupils addressing
changes to the body during pubery, public and private body parts and differences between .
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Download and use, high quality printable Identify, name, draw and label the basic parts of the
human body and say which part of the body is associated with . Labels of external body parts –
Refer to appendix 2. . Lesson Three – Private and Non-Private Parts of the Body. .. Appendix 6 –
Nature Walk Worksheet . When TEENren learn the names of their body parts, they gain a sense
of control over those parts.. The teacher makes clear that these parts are private, that they feel
good to touch, that touching is done. A worksheet with simple outlines of two bodies for each
TEEN. top. Ask each TEEN to name the parts as you label them.
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